Change of
Guard
Captain’s Message
Dear Member,
At the outset I would like to thank all of you for the unprecedented
support extended to me in my election as Captain. I have earlier
had the opportunity to serve the Club as a General Committee
member and as Treasurer and am acutely aware of the enormous
responsibility resting on my shoulders. I humbly extend my
assurance that every effort will be made by the General
Committee and myself to conduct our duties with dignity and
total transparency.
My primary objective is to ensure that the golf course, the golfers
and the game are given precedence above all else. As indicated by
my predecessor, funds had been sanctioned for the much needed
up-gradation of the Peacock Course and by the time you read
this, work would have started on the first three holes i.e. 4, 5 & 6.
As with all projects, there will be a certain amount of unavoidable
inconvenience and I would appeal to you at the very start to
bear with us and help us ensure that we remain a premier golfing
facility uniquely situated in the heart of India’s thriving capital.
It is our intention to revive many of the old competitions in our
golfing inventory, thus not only perpetuating our magnificent Club’s
history but also saluting those who saw fit to institute trophies and

encourage participation
across the board.
We recently hosted
the Dr. Bharat Ram
Centenary
Memorial
which reminded us of
the trojan work carried
out by our founding
members, the benefit of
which we all enjoy today.
We were privileged
to host the legendary
Australian professional
Peter Thomson, who was instrumental in re-designing our golf
course over three decades ago. It is only whilst meeting individuals
like Peter we are reminded that what we do today is the legacy
we bequeath for future generations.
Recent tournaments and the resultant course closures have no
doubt been an irritation. I can only assure you that going forward,
we will try and ensure better planning of events.
Off the course we have much to do as well – renovation & repairs,
finances, membership, staff and management.The most important
focus for us is to rapidly improve our F&B in all the Club outlets.
In closing, I look forward to seeing you enjoying our wonderful
winter lawn lunches with your families and extend very warm
greetings for the upcoming festive season to all of you.
Warm Regards,

RAJ KHOSLA
Panasonic Open and the PGTI BILT Open were successfully
conducted, as was the Ladies European Tour Hero Women’s
Indian Open; the course conditions, in particular the pristine
greens, were complimented by all Tour officials.
A practice warm up area has been created beside the 10th tee to
facilitate a quick warm up for players before their round.

GREENS

CHAIRMAN: Mr Raj Khosla
CO-CHAIRMAN: Mr Vikram Sethi
The ‘grass’ development nursery has been
upgraded and will be adequate for supply
of grass wherever needed on the course
and for the Peacock Course project.
The two Asian Tour tournaments, the
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The lighting in the practice Pitching & Putting area has been
improved.
Regular Standard Operations Procedures are in force and have
resulted in good playing conditions even in late November.
Sand has been topped up in all bunkers and the new bunker
raking machine is in operation.
Upgradation of the machinery maintenance procedures have
been streamlined, resultant in better utilization of equipment.
Cart paths have been removed totally from the 16th fairway and
partially from the 10th and 15th fairways and are being repaired
and upgraded where required.
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Colin Montgomerie at the DGC

Mastering the bunker

With Talent Promotion caddy boys and girl child members

One of the world’s most respected golfers Colin Montgomerie, was at
the DGC on 19 September 2014 for the Hero Cycles Duke of Edinburgh
Charity Golf. With a view to giving kids from across the country a chance
to interact with one of the best, Pankaj Munjal (CPB-99) CEO Hero
Cycles concurrently hosted junior golfers country-wide (as per the IGU
Merit Lists) – schools with established young golfers sent in teams for the
associated Hero Cycles Inter-School Golf Tournament. (Results below)
Colin also held a Golf Clinic for juniors where he was overwhelmed by the
talent; to quote him: “The thing with talent is that it needs to be nurtured.
Today was an eye-opener for me. The standard of play, the maturity level of
the kids and the kind of questions they asked - it was all exceptional. I have
been all over the world, and can say that this was special”.

Signing autographs

The 51-year old, who led the European Team to Ryder Cup victory in 2010
and has won a record eight European Tour Order of Merit titles, achieving a
ranking of No 2 in the world, kept up a cheerful stream of chatter with the
kids participating in the Inter-School Hero Cycles Golf Tournament.
“I have seen here the kind of passion and desire that is needed to succeed.
Everyone wants to get better, and it is fantastic to see that. I saw at least five
or six budding champions this morning, especially among the young girls,
who are simply brilliant”.
Interestingly, in his opinion, golf in the US and Europe has stagnated in the
last 10 years and he feels that the growth of the game is happening only
in Asia. “There has already been an Asian winner of a Major. India, China,
Thailand, Vietnam, Korea, Indonesia — these are the countries that will drive
the game’s development in the coming years,” he said.

Ravi Dhingra, Satish Lakhina & Rishi Narain at Windsor Castle

This special golf event was conceptualized and managed by Rishi Narain (N-145), and the entry fees of participating teams raised
`50 lakhs to benefit various children’s charities across India. Congratulations to the winning team which comprised Ravi Dhingra
(D-231) and Satish Lakhina (L-123) who were flown out to play the Duke of Edinburgh Cup World Final at Windsor Castle from
6-8 November, where they interacted with Prince Edward at the Gala Prize Distribution Dinner.
Results of the hero cycles inter-school golf tournament
Winners
St John’s High School, Chandigarh 63 points (Karandeep S Kochar & Jaiveer Singh)
Runners Up
The Shri Ram School, Aravalli 57 points (Ribhav Kapoor & Nishtha Madan)
Best Gross “A” Boys
Army Public Schook, Dhaula Kuan, Shubham Narain 35 pts
Best Gross “B” Boys
Kshitij Kaul (ST-0877) Navy Children School, Chanakyapuri
Best Gross “C” Boys
Pratyush Sharma Scottish High International School, Gurgaon
Best Gross Girls
Nishtha Madan The Shri Ram School, Aravalli 35 points
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Editor’s Pick
LESSONS GOLF TAUGHT ME
As a youngster, I was exhilarated when I
saw my father smash the driver in his golf
bag a massive 280 yards, and since the age
of 10 have imagined myself in his shoes.
But my first encounter with the game was
not before I was 14 years old. My first golf
lesson happened to be in a fortuitous
way: I accompanied my father to the golf
driving range and tried my hand at the
golf club but ALAS! I failed…tried again and
again I missed the ball. I was so exasperated that I thought of
giving up; but I tried again, and finally got the club back to the
ball. And that day I felt a strange affinity with success. But along
with success came inevitable failure. That was the day I learnt my
first golf lesson – PERSEVERANCE.
Soon I realized that golf was my calling and I had found my
passion nestled in the ‘thick rough’ of the golf course. I started
taking lessons soon after the stated incident and made rapid
strides, not only physically, but also psychologically. After hours
of hard work and anticipation, I was declared ready to step onto
the golf course, something that I had been longing for. Entering
the golf course, the very aroma of the fresh green grass kindled
my senses, and I was teleported to a different land, a place
completely isolated and beyond materialism…
“Shlok get my driver”, my father cried out and put an end to my
trance. I saw the narrow fairway right in front of my eyes and
realized how trivial I was in front of the challenges floating over
the horizon. And that was my second lesson of life through the
window of golf – REALISATION.
Days buzzed past, and I was approaching my target at a good
pace. It appeared that I had peaked my golfing game, and I was
teeming with confidence. But I was too naïve to comprehend
that confidence and over-confidence had a ‘very fragile wall’
that blocked the waters from flowing over. My game showed
reflections of over-confidence and I began taking uncalculated
risks, which were evident in the rising scores. That day, my ego
was washed down the drain as I stood belittled on the 17th
fairway, aghast as well as humbled. And this was undoubtedly
one of the most salient lessons, – GROUNDEDNESS.
The time that followed had shades of grey merged into it;
grey signifying a period interspersed with hardships and an
assortment of other issues. My golfing skills slipped into a black
hole of darkness, which kept on sucking my calm and cool within
it. Coming out of this posed a severe challenge to my intellect
and will, and the impression of this period is still vividly printed
in my mind. But as life is, I had to overcome the problem with
full thrust and ignition; and this inculcated within me a skill that I
still value a lot, – RISING ABOVE FAILURE.
My coach often told me that hard work beats talent, and it’s
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hard work that runs when talent is
out of form. This struck a chord deep
within my heart and taught me that
there is no alternative to working
hard, and this is the sole solution to
the mysteries of life and complacency. I often took the stand that
I was not ‘talented’ or did not possess any prodigious powers
and used that as an excuse for my failure. But that day all
misconceptions and detrimental thoughts were inundated and
replaced by the strength of hard work, and passion.
During the tedious process of honing my skills, an amalgam of
thoughts and emotions were bubbling in my mind; frustration;
irritation; elation; satisfaction; desire, and many more which
somehow can’t be expressed through the power of words,
for words are too limited to capture the extensive emotions
experienced through golf. Golf has certain vibes that come along
the game and create a magnetic atmosphere of attraction, an
attraction that can be felt calling out for your name whenever
you glance at your golf clubs. This is the reason why most golfers
share such a bond with this game and often feel an addiction
towards this sport. But I feel in fact that addiction is a word too
harsh for this game, since golf is an antidote rather than a drug;
it’s a cure instead of a disease…
Now when I look back, through the crevices of golf, I see myself
practicing in the backdrop of the setting sun, as a completely
different person, a person with a fresh and novel perspective.
Golf has given me the opportunity to peep within my exterior
and scale new heights. I may not have become a professional
golfer yet, but surely I can hold my head up high and claim that
I have attained a certain degree of control over emotions, ego
and other thoughts and feelings that may push one off the track,
and trip us up.
Golf is not just a game, but it is also life, for golf has taught me
life in a very subtle manner. It has put the reflection of my life in
front of my eyes, for me to ponder on…
The Editorial Team felt compelled
to share this school essay written
by Talent Promotion Member Shlok
Singh Sobti (ST-0995). The youngster
seems to have hit the nail on its
head with his lucid and heartfelt
description of the game. According
to Amandeep Johl (J-122) his coach
(also seen in the photograph), Shlok,
who epitomizes the ‘perfect golfer,’ is
exceedingly focussed about his two
passions: Golf which he plays off
a handicap of -6, and Studies - he
recently scored a near perfect 2350
out of 2400 in his SAT’s.
We wish him every success!

Soni Manjit Singh
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DGC Ladies Open

5th dgc ladies open
2014 & delhi ladies golf week

Tvesa and Lady Captains with the fabulous
Championship Cake courtesy Crowne Plaza Noida

Once again the Ladies Section put their
best foot forward and the beautiful
October weather provided perfect golfing
conditions for our prestigious annual
ladies event, the 5th DGC Ladies Open
Amateur Golf Championship, sponsored
by USHA.
Amateur Tvesa Malik, landed this coveted
ladies crown with scores of 73, 78 and 76
finishing four shots clear of Chandigarh’s
Amandeep Drall. Third was Riya Ahuja
(77-77-81) and fourth Diksha Sagar
(79-79-80).
Tvesa, was delighted to win the title for a
second time and was even more thrilled
to receive the trophy from Olympic
Medallist, badminton star Saina Nehwal,
who is a Brand Ambassador of USHA.
She said “It feels great to win but it is

Lady Captains with Saina
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Shashi Bhargava with participants

even better to receive the trophy from an
Olympic star like Saina, who we all adore”.
Along with Saina, Chhaya Shriram
(SD-341), Director USHA International
and Krishna Shriram, Executive Chairman
handed out the afternoons honours, at
the widely attended prize distribution.
In her speech Saina, who tried her hand at
putting, admitted the game needed a lot
of focus and added, “It is great to see so
many young girls taking to golf. I feel that
we need to have to more and more girls

taking to sport, not just badminton or golf,
every sport and I feel there is so much
talent out there.”
The DGC Ladies Open, established in
2010 after the IGULC decided to rotate
the historic Ladies Northern India played
at our Club for over forty years, continues
to set the standard of women’s golf in
India both on and off the course! ‘No
body does it quite like us’ is the refrain
heard throughout the event! Thank you
USHA and well done DGC!

Ladies Committee with Babu Lal & Bhupinder

Ladies Section
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Lady Captain

Shiraz Singh
The Dining Room took on a completely different avtar on 13 October
when the Ladies Section hosted an Afternoon Tea with a difference!

Widely attended, members of the Section were seen enthusiastically
participating in the excellent fitness demonstrations specially conducted by
Delhi’s latest fitness destination, Studio 60 owned by Zoe Modgill (SD987) and Diya Roopchand (SD-1163). The walls of the Dining Room
reverberated not only with the music but the excitement of the ladies
who
tried their hand at CX Worx, Body
Pump and the ever-popular Zumba!
Immediately followed by a ‘Crazy Putting’ competition
ingeniously laid out on the lawn, the afternoon
concluded with a scrumptious tea prepared by Chef
Gomes and his team!

A Putting Clinic conducted by Amandeep
Johl was conducted on 29 September.
The mornings expert tips were discussed
animatedly over cups of coffee afterwards
with the promise of more such interactions being organized in the future.

Competition Results
Lady Marjorie Tange Salver
Winner
Sonaal Chaudhri
36 Pts
Runner-Up Rama Khanna
34 Pts
September Medal
Gold Division
Winner
Rashika Chauhan
Silver Division
Winner
Eui Suk Yun
Runner-Up Aashna Monga
Bronze Division
Winner
Shashi Kapoor
October Medal
Gold Division
Winner
Rashika Chauhan
Silver Division
Winner
Eui Suk Yun
Runner-Up Monica Tandon
Bronze Division
Winner
Kitty Puri
Crazy putting in progress!

CRAZY PUTTING PRIZE WINNERS

Asmita Chhibber

Rashika Chauhan

Deepali Kataria

Renu Chopra

November Medal
Silver Division
Winner
Reetu SK Singh
Runner-Up Avantika Bahadur
Bronze Division
Winner
Kanwal Varma

78 Nett
73 Nett
75 Nett
79 Nett

71 Nett
73 Nett
76 Nett
77 Nett

72 Nett
74 Nett
82 Nett

9-Hole Medals (H’cap -36 & Under)
September
Winner
Usha Chatrath
39 Nett
October
Winner
Veena Sachdev
Nett
November
Winner
Kitty Puri
39 Nett
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Members Matter: Asian Games 2014
A Coach’s Journey
Jasjit Singh (S-889)
National Coach & High Performance Manager at SAI & IGU
It’s a long way from being an 11-year old backbencher drawing
golf courses on the back of a text book to being the guy who is
coach, counselor, confidante, trainer, motivator, friend, and careful
nurturer of golfing talent. It’s a journey I look back upon with pride,
and look forward to eagerly every day. The moments that stand
out are a mix of silly small incidents to significant transformations
– from one of the girls on the team losing her ID key at the
Asian Games Village to Udayan Mane shooting a whopping -14
under; from exciting wins to disappointing performances that only
served to inspire us further. A coach lives the ups and downs of
all his players, and more. It has been an amazingly satisfying life, the
story and highlights of which I share with you here.
Having grown up amidst the lush greens of the Tollygunge Club
and the Royal Calcutta Golf Club, The Lawrence School Sanawar
seemed like exile from what I loved most – GOLF. I cajoled my
headmaster, Mr. Sumer Singh to allow me to create a school golf
team to play the coveted Inter-School Golf Tournament in Delhi.
The bumpy ride in the school ambulance (the only mode of
transport available), was like Aladdin’s flying carpet which carried
us four players to and fro from Chandigarh. We finished in 4th
position and my coaching life had started, as junior coach-cumcaptain of the Sanawar Golf Team!
The bumpy ride got even bumpier as the years went by. After
much turmoil, I managed to get a visa, and then felt completely
bewildered in the hustle and bustle of Florida, USA where I earned
a degree in Golf Course Management. Finally, having had enough
of burgers and pizzas, not to mention the grounding experience
of waiting on tables at an Indian restaurant in order to make ends
meet, I came home to begin my learning curve at the ITC Classic
Golf Resort as an Assistant Golf Professional, from where I would
move to Head Professional at the Jaypee Greens and finally as a
Teaching Professional at the Delhi Golf Club.
I love and enjoy children, and bonding with almost each of the 3000
children whom I taught at grass root level through the Mission
Olympics, Lalit Suri Foundation, IGU and DGC’s JTP programmes
countrywide, has been a great gift. I got the opportunity, through
my camps, to make sure the kids didn’t only attain golf skills; they
acquired life skills and values through the medium of golf.
January 2013 was another milestone in my journey. I was asked
to take over as the National High Performance Manager for the
IGU. Preparation for the National Squads was thrilling. Getting
together a holistic camp consisting of a psychologist, fitness trainer
and physiotherapist was a completely novel approach towards
training, both for the players and for me. All the drill I got at school
was coming to use now. I embraced diverse roles - being both the
harsh authoritarian at times who could even restrict the tandoori
chicken that the players ate, and the confidante they could lean
on for emotional support.

Jasjit with Men’s Indian Team & Raian Irani, President IGU

Slowly and steadily I managed to develop what I yearned for
most - the trust of each of my squad players. Whether it was the
fledgling 14-year olds or the macho 40-year olds, we got along like
a house on fire. There was initial resistance both from parents as
well as players. Everyone expected an abundance of golf training
and rich food. That was not what they were going to get. Tough
and exhausting fitness regimes and a stringent and balanced
nutritional intake were as critical as the golf training. We started
with some grumpy faces but that soon changed.
As NHPM, my role was not to interfere with the golf swings
of the players but to enhance their already existing talent. I
introduced short game skills tests and technology based training
like Trackman launch monitor data, Trace software for score
analysis, K Vest for bio mechanics and Sam balance lab for balance.
In the beginning we had camps at Golden Greens and later at
the Army Golf Club. The restricted amenities meant a search for
better training opportunities. The quest ended, when the IGU
conducted a residential camp at Jaypee Greens which offered
facilities of international standards. Players were put up at 5-star
service apartments with everything related to fitness available
right at their door step – swimming, football, basketball, cycling
tracks, table tennis, everything a sportsman can dream of. They
de-stressed with the steam and sauna.The infrastructure provided
by IGU for the competing players was something never seen
before. Players could test their aptitude at both the 9-hole short
course as well as the 18-hole championship course. No stone was

and with the Women’s Team
continued on pg 22
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Members Matter: Asian Games 2014
RefereeING at The 17th
Asian Games, Incheon
Neha Majithia (SD-1029)
Neha Majithia shares her experience as
a Golf Technical Official at the 17th Asian
Games held in South Korea in September.
Typical and wonderful is the fact that she
barely mentions that she was the only
woman referee at the prestigous event.
Earlier this year, I had the honour to
be invited by the Asia Pacific Golf
Federation to referee as a Golf
Technical Official at the 17th Asian
Games held in Incheon, South Korea
from 25-28 September 2014 at the
Dream Park Country Club.
The Golf Tournament was held under Neha Majithia
the aegis of the Olympic Council of
Asia (OCA), International Golf Federation (IGF), Asia Pacific Golf
Confederation (APGC) and the R&A. The Technical Delegate
and Tournament Director for the event was Ishwar Achanta
of the APGC and IGU. We were a contingency of 16 Technical
Officials of which 13 were from the Korean Golf Association and
I was joined to represent the APGC by 3 fellow referees from
Indonesia, Singapore & Japan.
It was my first time in Korea and I was looking forward to visiting
a country which has established itself marvelously in the world
of golf. I reached a day before the practice round, which I spent
familiarising myself with the golf course and understanding local
rules and conditions of play for the tournament. In the afternoon
I accompanied one of the Korean referees to set up the tees
for the Practice Round. This was a rather unique experience as
out of the 13 Korean referees, only 3 spoke English which didn’t

Neha with some fellow referees
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include the referee I was working
with that afternoon! Surprisingly, we
got around just fine. I guess that is the
beauty of belonging to the Golfing
Fraternity – you don’t neccesarily
need to speak the same language to understand each other.
Later that day, we were taken to the main stadium, which was
hugely impressive, to collect our Techincal Official uniforms and
complete our accreditation formalities.
Day Two was the official practice round which had a morning
and afternoon session in order to accommodate all 114
participants making up the mens and womens teams from 24
countries. In the morning we had a Technical Officials meeting
wherein the Tournament Director assigned us our duties for the
week, discussed the pace of play expectations, weather forecast,
evacuation plans and addressed any doubts on local rules. We
then went on to do a final inspection of the course to mark any
areas as GUR, double check all hazard markings and make sure all
OB lines were well defined.
The first day of the tournament started just after daybreak which
meant we reached the golf course in the dark! As soon as there
was hint of light all the referees set out on to the course to
be ready for the first round. My job for all days was to be a
roving referee on the back nine which meant that I was primarily
responsible for the pace of play and maintaining timings of all the
groups, apart from of course giving rulings. Given the large playing
field, we had to make sure everything ran with the least possible
delay to ensure a timely tee off for the afternoon session and to
make sure everyone finished before visibility became a problem.
There was no cut on any day and this meant that we were tight
for time right till the last day.
The tournament days were long but went by fast amidst all the
rulings, pushing groups to make up time and on a few occassions
putting a group on the clock. The weather luckily played ball and
inspite of a moderate drizzle on one of the days – we got away
uneventfully without having to stop play. There was a sizeable
number of people walking, especially with the players from Korea
and we had our share of work managing the gallery. On Day
Three of the tournament I had the oppurtunity to participate
in an anti-doping procedure which was new and of interest to
me to see how particularly and carefully it is carried out. The
Tournament Director asked me to escort a randomly picked
player (by the World Anti Doping Agency) as soon as her round
was over immediately after her last putt on the 18th Green to the
Recorders Desk and further to the Anti-Doping Tent to be tested.
Being out on the course from dawn to dusk everyday I was
certainly tired, but looked forward to the evenings. We were
hosted by the Korean referees for dinner on most days which was
a pleasure as they were extremely warm and hospitable. Being
continued on pg 22
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Members Matter
Ladies European Tour
Workshop – 2014
Champika Nanda Sayal (S-589)
An invitation to attend a workshop at Ladies European Tour’s
headquarters on the outskirts of London, was accepted reluctantly
since it was clashing with the DGC Ladies Open, an event which
I did not want to miss out on!
The hectic 48 hour workshop was held to propel governance
in the game of golf. Several valuable inputs were presented for
representatives of 25 Tour Partners of the newly revamped Ladies
European Tour that now operates across 5 continents.
The new sole objective being viewed globally by Tournament
Directors is to “reward fair play.” A worldwide survey is being
carried out to bridge the gap between ‘Professional Golf ’ and
‘Elite Amateur Golf ’- Can skills be compared? How can fair play
be equated across both categories? Interesting data for golf
development in Scotland was an eye opener during our grooming
session.A country of 5 million people has funding of £500,000 given
by the State to create awareness for 50,000 9-year old Primary
School children annually. The retention rate of this annual effort is
50 percent of which 40 percent are GIRLS. Several thousands of
these young children are from non-golfing families! Our own golf
development across the nation requires reshaping with a greater

magnitude. Perhaps the Indian
golf industry needs the attention
of the newly formed Ministry for
SKILL DEVELOPMENT. I hope the
right people are reading this.
Delightful to see Buckinghamshire
Club
members
enjoying
recreational golf, whilst the
workshop was being conducted
two floors above. It was difficult
to stay focussed but during
short tea breaks and interactive
sessions with golf promoters and
administrators, in small whiffs we
caught the essence of the beautiful
course. Would golf administration
View of the course from the LET Office
ever be allowed from a Golf Club
in India? The Ladies European Tour headquarters located on the
top floor at Buckinghamshire Golf Club in the picturesque Denham
countryside, is perhaps the best address for golf administration
that I have had an opportunity to visit in the past 25 years of golf
governance. When will our time come to use the best ? I am glad
I went. I learnt a lot . Now, just a chance to do the same in India!
I hope and pray that in my lifetime I can inculcate a change in our
golf culture and development styles.

congratulations to our members
Ashok Sawhny’s (S-229) is unstoppable! He has published
yet another book of poems, ‘The Beauty of Silence’; we share
a line: “What greater beauty will I ever find, than the beauty of
silence and the untroubled mind.”
Neelam P. Rudy (TC-202) has taken over as
North Zone Representative of the IGU Ladies
Committee for the term 2014-2015.
Sushma Seth (S-104) was awarded
the National Vayoshreshth Samman for
Arts by the Ministry of Social Justice and
Empowerment, on 1 October 2014.
Path breaking news! Pawan Munjal (M-515) Vice-Chairman,
CEO and MD of Hero MotoCorp put India on the global golf
map by signing on former World No 1 Tiger Woods as
the company’s Brand Ambassador for four years beginning
this December, as well as taking on the title sponsorship
role of Woods’ annual fundraising event, now renamed the
Hero World Challenge, which features the world’s top
18 golfers.

In acknowledgement of her efforts in
enhancing Indo-Spanish relations, Ritu
Beri (SL-386 ) was honoured with
the Orden del Merito by Gustavo de
Aristegui, Spanish Ambassador, on
behalf of the Spanish Monarch Felipe VI, and the Minister of
External Affairs, Sushma Swaraj.

120 pairs and 32 teams from 20 countries participated in the UAE National Day Bridge Tournament from 28 November to 04
December 2014 in Dubai. The Azure Indian Team captained by Maj S K Hooda (H-123) and Sutanu Behuria (B-383) formed
the nucleus of the winning team, making India and the DGC proud. They led the field on the first day to eventually finish 5th.
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HOLE-IN-ONE

OBITUARY
We are grieved to record the sad
demise of the following members:

Congratulations
on the Aces!
LODHI COURSE

The following each have won a memento
and a bottle of Ballantine’s whisky (for those 25years and
above) to be consumed at the Club.

Lt Gen Ajit Singh
(A-028)

Promila Bhargova
(B-299)

Rajinder Singh
(R-002)

Amarjit Bhagwant
Singh (B-018)

T&H Chairman, Capt. Lalit Talwar scored not one but two
holes-in-one, both on the 17th, within a span of 26 days.WOW!!

Date

Name

M’ship No Hole

18.09.14

Ravi Dhingra

D-231

7

20.09.14

Capt Lalit Talwar

T-130

17

22.09.14

Sanjay Kapur

K-362

7

24.09.14

NS Sodhi

S-504

17

16.10.14

Capt Lalit Talwar

T-130

17

22.10.14

KS Kim

SP-1063

7

23.10.14

Rattan Lal Malhotra

M-253

17

10.11.14

Balbir Singh Kakar

SP-1040

12

15.11.14

Keshav Misra

M-587

5

19.11.14

IS Mann

M-324

5

20.11.14

Nitin Agarwal

TC-379

7

25.11.12

Parmod Sharma

S-525

17

25.11.12

Indrajeet Singh

I-008

7

28.11.12

Harish Khosla

K-229

17

02.12.12

Lalit Verma

V-090

7

10.12.12

Aditya Gupta

SD-585

17

PEACOCK COURSE
The following each have won a memento

Date
16.09.14

Name
Rahul Singh

M’ship No Hole
SL-416
6

20.09.14

Hardeep Sachdeva

CPA-143 6

06.10.14

Ashwinjit Singh

S-693

6

19.10.14

Arunabh Das Sharma

S-762

5

27.10.14

Ishaan Chadha

ST-841

3

Bikramjit Singh
(B-053)
A K Gupta
(G-196)

Dr. M S Sanjeevi
Rao (R-129)

Neena Verma
(V-006)

Congratulations!
Indrajeet Singh (I-008) aced the 7th
hole for the 4th time on 25 November.
However he has had a hole-in-one on
each of the 5th, 12th and 17th, making it
total of 7 aces - all scored in the last five
years, after he turned 75! Accuracy must
be in the family genes as his son Avtar has
had three aces, so far.
1.
2.
3.
4.

13.07.2009
08.10.2010
04.01.2012
13.06.2012

17th
7th
7th
7th

5.
6.
7.

01.08.2013
27.05.2014
25.11.2014

5th
12th
7th

We applaud Capt. N.S. Sodhi (S-504)
for his rare achievement of having four
Holes-in-One in the short span of 10 months.
1.
17.12. 2013
7th
2.
23. 7.2014
17tht
3.
26. 8. 2014
17h
4.
24.9. 2014
17th
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The Green Scene can be accessed on the club
website http://www.delhigolfclub.org.
Members are welcome to write in at
thegreenscene@delhigolfclub.org
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Juniors
Ten year old Shubham Jaglan (CD-083),
one of our Talent Promotion Programme
kids, who hails from Israna, Haryana, was
recently featured in the popular Aamir
Khan TV Show ‘Satyamev Jayate’. With over
120 Indian and international tournaments
under his belt, the future augurs well for
this hugely talented youngster.
Dependent Siddhant Suri Dhawan
(D-251) won the 9 hole Oman LNG Junior
Golf
Tournament
played at the Muscat
Hills Golf & Country
Club, on 25 October
2014. Tied for 1st
place
Siddhant
eventually won on
count back.

Talent Promotion Member Ridhima Dilawari rocked the fairways of Kalhaar Blues
& Greens Golf Course in Ahmedabad to win the IGU Navratna Ahmedabad
Ladies Open by 15 shots. She also won in the Juniors “A” by a whopping 22 strokes.!
With a record-creating 7-under on Day One (best ever by a lady amateur in a
National to-date), Ridhima finished 3-under for the event.

Avantika Bahadur (ST-0858) of
Modern School, Barakhamba Road, won
the Category “B” Girls Lalit Inter School
Golf Tournament on 3 November 2014 at
Qutab Golf Course.

Brother Arjun Raj Bahadur (ST-0902)
also of Modern School, Barakhamba Road
won Category “A” Boys at the same event.
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Ananya Barthakur was the winner in
Category “B” Juniors after a playoff with
scores of +11, +9, +9. Arshia Mahant
came in 3rd.

Dependent Seher Atwal (A-144) finished 3rd. She finished 2nd in the Under
18 Category.
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WEST BENGAL JUNIORS
Talent Promotion boys Kshitij Kaul
(ST-0877) stood 1st and Saarthak
Chhibber (ST-0939) tied 2nd in Category
“B”, in Kolkata.
IGU EASTERN INDIA JUNIOR
OPEN, RCGC
Saarthak Chhibber came 2nd in
Category “B” and 3rd in the combined
Category “AB”. Kshitij Kaul stood 3rd in
Category “B”.
IGU MAHARASHTRA JUNIORS
CHAMPIONSHIP
Saarthak Chhibber continued his
excellent run by coming 1st in Category
“B”, with rounds of 72, 81, 73 & 74 and
4th in the combined Category “AB”.
IGU WESTERN INDIA JUNIORS
CHAMPIONSHIP
Daksh Shokeen (ST-0964) tied 2nd in
Category “B” with Saarthak Chhibber
with scores of 72, 74, 71 & 73. Well done
boys!!
BPGC LADIES & JUNIORS Mumbai
saw Arshia Mahant come in 2nd in this
Nick Faldo Qualifier event.

Avantika Bahadur won a Silver Medal in the Individual Nett event and a Gold for
India in the Team event. Playing to her handicap of 17, in the Under-15 Category, Avantika
battled with children from 30 countries at The International Children’s Games
at Lake Macquaire, Australia conducted under the auspices of the Olympics. A highly
creditable effort considering this was her maiden international tournament ever.
LADIES ALL INDIA AMATEUR
GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP
Eagleton, Bengaluru
Seher Atwal and Ridhima
Dilawari T3rd on a score of 218 in
the Ladies 54-hole qualifier for the All
India Matchplay. They were also T3rd
in Category ‘A’ Juniors.
In the Junior event, Arshia Mahant
(ST-0850) won in Category “B” with
scores of +1, +6 & +8.
IGU WESTERN INDIA LADIES
& JUNIORS
Seher Atwal came 3rd again in
Pune continuiing her presence on the
podium.
In the Junior event, Arshia came in 2nd.

Arshia Mahant receiving her All India Juniors prize
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Look out for the New Kid on the
Block – Two-time winner of the
US Juniors, 21-year old Jonathan
Spieth wove his way through a
successful season earning nine top 10
spots when he finally broke away from the
field by winning the Australian Open
2014. His final record breaking round of
63 put him 6 shots ahead of everyone else,
including McIlroy and Adam Scott.

India’s top golfer Anirban Lahiri held his nerve on the back-9
on October 25th to win the Venetian Macau Open with a
final round of 5-under. His four round total of 17-under included
a course record breaking 61 in Round 1. After a disappointing 3rd
round 73 he clawed his way back with scores of 67 and 66. It was
Lahiri’s second title of the year and his second overseas win on
the Asian Tour.
Anirban Lahiri has earned his first European Tour Card after
finishing 16th after 6 rounds in the Q School in Spain on 20th
November and will join Shiv Kapur (SD-694) as the second
Indian playing the Tour in 2015.
For the second successive week on the Asian Tour an Indian won
when DGC-nurtured Rashid Khan produced a strong back-9
performance on 16 November to clinch the Chiangmai Golf
Classic at The Alpine Golf Resort,Thailand. Trailing the overnight
leader by four strokes, the 23 year-old carded a 4-under 68 in the
final round to finish at 17-under (68, 69, 66 & 68). His second
Asian Tour title also catapulted into the top-10 of the Asian
Tour Order of Merit rankings; he also reached the top-200 in
the WGR’s making him the second highest ranked Indian golfer
after Anirban Lahiri. Jyoti Randhawa (R-163) finished tied for the
second spot one stroke behind.
Rashid’s victory became the fifth win for Indian golfers on the
Asian Tour this season, following two wins by Anirban Lahiri (CIMB
Niaga Indonesian Masters and Venetian Macau Open), Rashid
Khan (SAIL-SBI Open) and SSP Chowrasia (Panasonic Open India
2014) making it the most by any country on the Asian Tour in
2014 this season.
The PGA Grand Slam of Golf was decided on 14 October
in Southampton Bermuda, on a missed 4-foot putt by Bubba
Watson, and many missed opportunities by many players on the
greens. Martin Kaymer, who managed to sink putts when it
mattered, won in a playoff as Bubba missed yet another putt.

The only way
to describe what
Jonathan Speith
did to 17 other
competitors in the 2014 Hero
World Challenge at Isleworth G &
CC (4-7 December) wasTotal Domination. Posting a tournament
record of 26-under 262, earned him a 10-shot victory, another
tournament record. He also became the first player to win this
tournament wire-to-wire. Previous tournament record holder
at 25-under, and host of the event Tiger Woods came in tied last
after a four month lay-off.

Though Rory Mcllroy didn’t win the final tournament, he
capped off the season by winning the coveted Race to Dubai
at the top of the European Tour rankings. This, his second
triumph in three years is an emphatic indication of his ascension
to the peak of the world of golf which he now dominates.
Unsurprisingly the World No 1 has been awarded the Golf
Writers Trophy for the second time in three years; Rory
McIlroy recorded an exceptional season including wins at two
Majors and playing an important part for the European Team
at the Ryder Cup. The award initiated by Association of Golf
Writers in 1951 is given to the European who has made the
most outstanding contribution to golf throughout the year.
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Members Matter
contined from pg12

left unturned with regards to resources being made available to
our national teams.
In the run up to the Asian Games, an insidious nervousness
crept in, and so the IGU decided to send the selected team to
Incheon, Korea for 6 days of practice at the venue for the BIG
EVENT – ‘Dream Park Golf Club’. Emotions were spilling over
and expectations were soaring high. The young and energetic
Indian team consisted of three girls and four boys.
There was more good news for the country. India qualified just
in time for the 2nd Youth Olympics in Nanjing, China. Two of our
youngest players who were part of the Asian Games team had
the good fortune of participating. Our joy knew no bounds when
one of our boys finished 5th among 32 countries.
The rollercoaster ride continued. We left for the World Amateur
Team Championship (Eisenhower Cup) in Japan a few hours after
returning from China. Udayan Mane took all of us by surprise
by shooting a whopping 14-under for the tournament, finishing
12th overall, of the 200-world ranked players. Bravo!! As they say,
how can the girls ever be far behind the boys? Our proficient
Women’s Team finished 17th, one of our best showings. This gave
the team confidence that we as Team India have the capacity to
compete with and beat the best world ranked players.
D–Day arrived. The kits given by the IOA with the logo and India
flag set our hearts racing. Standing tall donning the Blue Blazer,
it was a moment of pride which will be etched in my memory
till my last breath. My army was ready for battle! The send-off at
the Delhi Golf Club, preceded by a press conference brought
on mixed emotions. All eyes were on us. The Asian Games Gold
Medallists of yesteryear along with other accomplished players
had high expectations both from the players, and from me as
NHPM and National Coach. With a prayer in my heart and belief
in my soul, we were off to fulfill many dreams.
One of the many towering buildings in the Games Village was
designated for the 600 Indian players participating in different
disciplines. You could only get in and out by the ID card hung
around your neck, and then one of our girls went and lost that
magic key. It’s the kind of thing that creates chaos in a huge logistic
jungle, but several calls and using her considerable resources
brought peace and a replacement card back.

With great gusto we proceeded for our practice round. A change
and a highlight – the camaraderie between both the boys and the
girls’ teams, sharing nuances of how to get around the golf course.
We extensively discussed course management with regard to
what clubs to be used, how and where to place their ball etc.
The first day of the tournament went well. Our competitors
like the Chinese Taipei shot scores like 11-under par, while we
were at 5-under par and 4-under par respectively for girls and
boys. Morale began to diminish. The IGU President Mr. Raian
Irani proved wonderfully proactive - his approach was more to
ameliorate the mental strength of the players through meditation
and yoga. He also introduced the ‘huddle’ to inculcate a strong
team spirit. The results were almost miraculous. We became a
charged up, yet merry and relaxed group. Raian went out of his
way to do things for the team and it was extremely humbling and
inspirational. Apart from his support on the course, he helped
the players with their laundry which guaranteed that ours was
one of the best turned out teams on the golf course; in spite
of the gruelling schedule of 12 to 14 work hours every day and
waking up in the wee hours of the morning, our clean starched
shirts with the Indian flag on them, at the breakfast table, was like
the clarion call before the beginning of a war!
The team scores in this Asian Games for India have probably
been the lowest ever. Udayan Mane at 11-under missed individual
bronze by a meagre single shot. (The winner in the men’s
Individual shot 17-under.) It was definitely the saddest moment
in our days at the tournament on being left out of the podium.
However, we came back rich in experience and resolute to fight
back in the coming years. Chinese Taipei the winners were at
45-under while Indian men at 25-under came in 6th out of 19
countries. Our women’s team finished 8th at 11-over.
I am confident that my boys and girls are probably some of the
finest players in the world and with the backing and amenities
provided by the IGU, we can be amongst the biggest names in
team sports in times to come. I am proud to be associated with
the National Team and a group of extremely talented youngsters.
It is a matter of pride that today India is gradually becoming a
force to reckon with in golf, a sport which was only the privy of
the rich and privileged in the past.

contined from pg12

the only woman amongst all the referees, they made sure to take
extra care of me. Going out for meals and spending time off the
course was a great way to get an insight into the local ways and
culture. On a couple of evenings I managed to push myself to
compromise on dinner and rest, to go watch a few swimming and
athletic events at the stadiums. I’m extremely glad that I did, as it
was very exciting and I was happy I did not pass up an oppurtunity
to see other sports at such a high level, from such close quarters.
The last day of the tournament saw some very exciting golf with
a lot of teams making a real charge for the medals. The dynamic
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leaderboard on the 18th hole couldn’t have been more true to
its name as the scores were truly dynamic and the rankings of the
teams were changing non-stop till the 72nd hole. With some very
close finishes across the board, the tournament finally concluded
with Chinese Taipei winning the Gold in the men’s team event and
Thailand winning the womens team event. Unfortunately Udayan
Mane from India missed the Individual Bronze by a whisker. I
attended the closing ceremony which was a formal and solemn
affair and it made me feel proud to have been part of an event of
this stature. I am extremely thankful to the IGU and the APGC for
having given me this oppurtunity.

